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"If a country is to be corruption free
 and become a nation of beautiful minds,
 I strongly feel there are three key societal
 members who can make a difference. 
They are the father, the mother
 and the teacher." - Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
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NCDC celebrated women's day

WE organized a free 
nano webinar on Learn 
through entertaiment

CIRCLE 
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NCDC NEWS

NCDC inaugurated the 55th 
online Montessori education 
batch on 14th February 2022.



It takes a big heart to help shape little minds. 

Childhood

 

It's a world, fantasy world
It's a world, world of play
It's a world, world of joy
It's a world, world of innocence
Let the child to live therein..
Let them to make it as a colorful one.

 
Beauty

The sea looks so beautiful in its blue color.
Sky is more beautiful when its filled with stars.
Flower is too pretty with its fragrance.
Stars are stunning with its brightness.
We are attractive if we have a good mind.



War & Peace

This is the time to raise our voice against war.
 What is the result of each war?
One country win the war over other one. But winner and 
looser countries ignore the tears of citizens of their 
countries who lost their family, house, job, happiness 
and even hope also.
It shouldn't be a problem of two countries, it 'll reflect 
all over the world. It cause the inflation, poverty, 
increase in the price of everyday commodities .
So stop war and build peace for the best future.

"My religion is based on truth and nonviolence.”
-Mahatma Gandhi.
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Awesome makeover AlbumAwesome makeover AlbumAwesome makeover Album



Holi is a popular Indian festival, also known as the 
"Festival of Love", the "Festival of Colors" and the 
"Festival of Spring". It celebrates the eternal and divine 
love of Radha Krishna. It is a happy day to meet others, 
play and laugh, forget and forgive, and repair broken 
relationships and spread the happiness and joy every 
wher. The festival also celebrates the beginning of a good 
spring harvest season.

HOLI

Happy Holi
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